Homemade madness

Welcome to the plans of the Homemade madness CHEETAH buggy. After a
lot of requests, I’ve finally made a set of plans which will make it possible
for almost everyone with a bit of metal working knowledge, and some
basic tools to make this buggy. The buggy is designed to be good looking,
strong, safe, and relatively easy and cheap to make. But above all that, it is
designed to be FAST&FUN!
This buggy will bring your passion for go karts to the next level. Im sure
you can build it, as long as you work accurately from the beginning, be
creative, and show a little bit of perseverance.
Thank you for your interest in a set of plans, and please enjoy the build!
I will be very interested to see your finished product.
-Homemade madness-

To make this buggy, you could use the video series on my youtube channel
Homemade Madness as a guide, as well as the plans.
In the following Paragraphs you can find some general information about
various parts of the buggy. Later, everything will be explained again, more
detailed. You can find this information in the videos, and in the plans.
There will be a set of plans using 35mm od tubing, and a set for 1 ½
tubing. All dimensions will be metric.

What you need, above all, is the will and passion to build this buggy. As
long as you have the mindset to pull this off, you can. But you will need
some tools as well
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Workshop: A place to build this machine, with enough room and
basic supplies like electricity, hand tools, and a workbench.
Angle grinder: As explained in the video’s, there is no need for a
tube notcher, all notches will be done with an angle grinder and
paper templates. Make sure you have a good angle grinder, enough
cutting and abrasive discs, and good personal protection.
Welder: Use a Mig (or Tig) welder, and make sure you have basic
skills to weld the tubing strongly. A Stick welder is not
recommended.
Tube bender: To make bends in the tubing, you will need to have a
tube bending setup which can bend the tubing you’re using to at
least 80 degrees without kinking. As some tubes within the frame
have multiple bends, work out how to accurately bend multiple
bends in a tube, and still get your dimensioning right (more info in
explanatory video’s)
Drill: you need a hand drill, or a drill press with various sizes of drill
bits, and a step drill.
Lathe: Unfortunately its inevitable not to use a lathe in this project.
The seats for the bearings in the rear hubs, the front spindles, and
the bushings for the rear suspension will have to be made on a lathe.
If you don’t have one, you could ask a local company, or somebody
else you know to machine the parts for you. The parts described are
not complicated to make at all, and you can make them on a simple
lathe (I even made them on my homemade lathe)
Measuring equipment: a water level, a caliper, measuring tape, angle
finder etc.

The biggest and most imposing part to make of this buggy, is the frame, or
rollcage. This frame defines the looks, strength, and dimensioning of the
buggy. The framing was designed to be easy to make, using unique
features, like wooden jigs, to make sure the dimensioning is always
correct. The tube notches can be made very accurately thanks to a system
using paper templates which you can print out and fold around the tubing.
This is the easiest way to make very accurate tube notches, using only an
angle grinder. To make the template system accurate, it is important to use
the right tubing diameter, as shown on the front page of the plans. There
are two sets of plans available, one set is using 35mm (1 3/8) millimeter
outer diameter tubing, and a set for 1 ½ OD tubing, with a wall thickness
of 2 to 3mm.

The buggy has an engine bay, which is designed to fit all 4 cilinder
motorbike engines up to 1000cc. It is recommended to start with a 600cc 4
cylinder motorbike engine from a Japanese sports bike made between
1985- 2010 (Kawasaki, Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki). These motorbikes can be
found relatively cheap these days. Such a 600cc 4-cilinder engine should
make anywhere between 75 to 110HP, which will be a perfect amount for
this buggy, and that combined with the manual gearbox make it a LOT of
fun to drive. Of course you could also fit a smaller engine, from for
example a quadbike, minibike, or use a Predator engine. Make sure the
engine you select has either forced air cooling, or preferably watercooling.
Because of the engines mounting place, behind the seat, there is almost no
cold airflow over the engine, causing non-forced air cooled engines to
overheat quickly. More info about the engine mounting, and control, will
be shown in the videoseries.

The CHEETAH buggy features fully independent suspension all around,
using a dual A-arm setup. The suspension was designed to be easy to
make, and will give you a great riding experience, even on rough surfaces.
To make the A-arms accurately, there are jigs included in the plans. As
you’ve probably seen in the video, the jigs can be made out of wood, and
will insure consistency in you’re A-arms.

The CHEETAH buggy can be built with a small budget. If you can find a
place to get cheaper materials, and get a good deal on a sportsbike, you
could make this buggy for less than 2000$. Of course this depends on a lot
of factors, like where in the world you live, and how good of quality you
want your buggy to be. Will you be using second hand parts, like wheels,
tires, suspension components, steering rack, a seat, or will buy everything
new? Following will be a rough sum up of the main costs:

To make the frame and the A-arms you will need tubular steel. There are
two sets of plans, one using 35mm (1 3/8) OD steel tube, and the other
using j38.1mm (1 ½) OD tube. It is recommended to use DOM steel quality,
with wall thickness from 2 – 3 mm. You will need approximately 50 metres
of tube, to complete the frame and A-arms. If you buy new steel it will cost
approximately 5-7 $ per meter, which means all steel tubing will set you
back about 250-350$ Steel other than the frame tubing will cost around
100$
For the powerplant, you will need a sportsbike, it is recommended to start
off with a 600cc four cylinder bike from the 80’s or 90’s. Depending on
where you live, a bike like this would cost anywhere between 300 to
1000$
For The rear suspension it is advised to use two pairs of bike front shocks,
which means you will need to buy a second set, of around 50$. For the
front suspension, front schoks of of a quadbike are used, which will also
cost around 50$ second hand. To connect the a arms to the frame, ball
joints are used, which will cost around 100$.
A new set of quad/buggy wheels and tires could easily set you back 1000$,
which is why I bought a second hand set, which cost 250$. Of course its
also possible to use car wheels.
For other stuff, like steering, controls, paint, bearings, bolts i.e. you will
need another 500$

So if you’re still interested in building your very own cheetah buggy, you
can get the plans off of my website. The plans consist of over 200 pages,
showing every tube to make, and how to assemble the tubes together,
comparable to a Lego build guide.
The plans will only get you as far as making a rolling frame! This means a
the entire rollcage, and suspension setup. After you have made this, you
will have to get creative and make the rest yourself, using my video’s as a
guide.
Below you can find some impressions of how the plans will look

HOMEMADE MADNESS is the sole creator and owner of these cheetah buggy plans. The
homemade-madness website is the only source for these plans. Homemade madness does
not authorize these plans to be resold or redistributed in any form or modification
hereafter. These PDF documents are copyrighted. HOMEMADE MADNESS does not
authorize resale, or redistribution in ANY form.
Plans user (you) releases, discharges, and relinquishes all liability from HOMEMADE
MADNESS when downloading plans, building, and driving or allows others to drive the
CHEETAH BUGGY. HOMEMADE MADNESS retains indemnity, is saved, protected and
held harmless from all forms of liability from the use of these plans. Plans user (you)
assume all responsibility and liability from the moment you purchase, view, share and/or
use the plans.
This buggy is meant for recreational use only, and should never be used on public roads,
or in motorsport racing. The Rollcage does NOT meet FIA, NHRA or any kind of
motorsport other regulation. And should therefore only be used on private property.

